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ANSWER KEY-READING 7. 

I. Fill in the blank with a word/ phrase in the box. 

 1. cities 2. problem 3. discourage 4. expensive 

 5. transport 6. Pollution 7. Example 8. Trains 

II. Read the passage and put a suitable word in each of the gaps 

 1. place 2. time 3. it 4. out 

 5. catch 6. takes 7. is 8. stuck 

III. Read the passage and answer the questions. 

 1. Because there was an overflow of horse-drawn traffic over Westminster Bridge. 

 2. the semaphore 

 3. Because after only a month of use the device exploded and injured the police officer 
who was operating the light. 

 4. eight feet 

 5. B 

ANSWER KEY-READING 8. 

1. Fill in the blank with a word/ phrase in the box. 

 1. romance 2. fictionalized 3. stars 4. voyage 

 5. essential 6. Shot 7. Imaginary 8. used to 

2. Read the passage and answer the questions. 

 1. Thomas Cruise Mapother IV 

 2. The 1981 film Endless Love 

 3. Pete "Maverick" Mitchell 

 4. The romantic horror film 

 5. Mission: Impossible - Rogue Nation 

3. Read the passage and put a suitable word in each of the gaps. 

 1. century 2. silent 3. world 4. like 

 5. number 6. End 7. Famous 8. Only 

 

ANSWER KEY-READING 9. 

I. Fill in the blank with a word/ phrase in the box. 

 1. to worship the Moon Genie 2. from a Chinese story 

 3. In the middle 4. through years 

 5. gradually 
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II. Read the passage and answer the questions. 

 1. in My Duc District (70 kilometers away from Hanoi to the south) 

 2. three months 

 3. the entertaining activities 

 4. Because it is believed to bring people fulfillment and great success in life 

 

ANSWER KEY-READING 10. 

I. Fill in the blank with a word/ phrase in the box. 
 1. believe 2. renewable 3. supplying energy 

 4. sources 5. solar and wind power 

II. Read the passage and answer the questions below. 
 1. It will never run out. 

 2. Renewable energy. Because their fuel being derived from natural and available 
resources reduces the costs of operation. 

 3. Wind turbines need wind to turn the blades. 

 4. Because it is a new technology and as such has extremely large capital cost. 

III. Read the passage, and then tick the correct answer true (T), or false (F). 
 1. T 2. F 3. T 4. F 5. F 

ANSWER KEY-READING 11. 

I. Choose A, B or C to fill in the blank. 

 1 – C 2 – C 3 – A 4 – B 

 5 – C 6 – B 7 – A 

II. Read the passage and answer the question below. 

 1. 70 percent 

 2. by driving to work alone 

 3. You will cut your annual carbon dioxide emissions by 1,600 pounds 

 4. half of all jobs 

III. Read the passage, and then tick the correct answer: true (T), or false (F). 

 1 – F 2 – T 3 – T 4 – T 5 – F  

 

ANSWER KEY-READING 12. 

I. Fill in the blank with a word/ phrase in the box. 

 1. countryside 2. advantages 3. entertainment 

 4. galleries 5. metropolis 6. crowded 
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 7. parks 8. crime 

II. Read the passage and answer the questions. 

 1. A natural disaster is a major adverse event resulting from natural processes of the 
Earth. 

 2. A natural disaster can cause loss of life or property damage, and typically leaves 
some economic damage in its wake, the severity of which depends on the affected 
population's resilience, or ability to recover and also on the infrastructure available. 

 3. earthquake 

 4. An earthquake is the result of a sudden release of energy in the Earth's crust that 
creates seismic waves. 

 5. The point directly above the focus on the surface is called the epicenter. 

III. Read the passage and put a suitable word in each of the gaps. 

 1. daily 2. galleries 3. diversity 4. learning 

 5. urban 6. Visit 7. Medical 8. More 

 
 


